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bipartisan agreement to create a revamped version of the U.S. Postal Service passed in the Senate on Thursday

night with a 79 to 17 vote. The Senate’s passage of the American Postal Workers Union's (APWU) bill to restructure
the delivery of the nation's mail is the final step in a day-long marathon of legislative wrangling in the Senate. In a
rare bipartisan move, Sen. Bernie Sanders Bernie SandersJacobin editor: Primarying Schumer would force him to
fight Trump's SCOTUS nominee Trump campaign plays up Biden's skills ahead of Cleveland debate: 'He's actually
quite good' Young voters backing Biden by 2:1 margin: poll MORE (I-Vt.) led the charge to rewrite the legislation,

while Sen. Tom Carper Thomas (Tom) Richard CarperDemocrat asks for probe of EPA's use of politically appointed
lawyers Overnight Energy: Study links coronavirus mortality to air pollution exposure | Low-income, minority

households pay more for utilities: report OVERNIGHT ENERGY: Democrats push resolution to battle climate change,
sluggish economy and racial injustice | Senators reach compromise on greenhouse gas amendment stalling energy

bill | Trump courts Florida voters with offshore drilling moratorium MORE (D-Del.) offered critical support.
ADVERTISEMENT The resulting legislation would stop the U.S. Postal Service from making a series of ill-fated

decisions over the past two decades that have left it hemorrhaging money while losing market share to private
firms like FedEx and DHL. The bill would reduce the USPS from a government agency into a private, nonprofit

corporation, let it offer health insurance and compete with other mail-handling companies for the delivery of other
services. “I'm as far away from a Bernie Sanders liberal on postal services as c6a93da74d
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